ARGUS International, Inc. is Growing
Senior Software Engineer Position Available
ARGUS International, Inc.: ARGUS, founded in 1995, is the industry leader in providing
specialized aviation services to companies that manufacture, finance, operate, maintain and
market commercial and business aircraft, as well as providing products and services to enduser consumers worldwide. ARGUS is the industry leader in performing on-site safety audits,
charter operator quality Ratings, Safety Management Systems and industry data collection
and information services.
ARGUS is currently seeking a Senior Software Engineer to join our team. This position will
work at our 81 Mill Street, Suite 210, Gahanna, OH 43230 location. ARGUS is an
established company with an unparalleled client list and reputation. The perfect candidate
will have the proven ability to work with the listed technologies in a team setting.
Position Summary: The Senior Software Engineer brings a wide range and depth of
developer experience to the organization. They are expected to be a full-stack software
engineer. They are given responsibility for design tasks, providing estimates for individual
development efforts, creating and updating documentation, coding and unit testing,
supporting quality assurance with defect repairs, and providing build, migration and postmigration support. Additionally, they will take a lead role in working with the Business
Owners of the various ARGUS business lines to define, design, develop and deploy the next
generation of ARGUS products. They will also be responsible for mentoring and coaching
other developers on their area of expertise either business related or technical and ensuring
that other team members can support their code in their absence.
Responsibilities for the position will include, but not be limited to, the following:
• Act as a mentor and coach to other team members for development technologies as
well business related knowledge
• Developing web based software products in an Agile environment using the latest
Microsoft .Net technologies and open source technologies
• Maintenance as well as new development encompassing the entire SDLC using
Microsoft SQL Server 2014, .NET 4.5 or later, ASP.NET MVC
• Experience developing with HTML5, CSS, JavaScript, and general Web 2.0
techniques like Angular, Backbone, JQuery, and Node.js
• Ability to unit test your code
• Maintaining records on defects and corrective action taken using departmental tools
• Maintaining and ensuring the completeness of source code repositories
• Communicate with the various lines of business in a professional and clear manner on
all aspects of development and support of the various ARGUS products
• Participate in SCRUM ceremonies as needed and be an active participant to the
development process
• Ensure continuity of the products they are involved in, in case of their absence
• Utilize their experience to be efficient and timely in their development efforts and do so
with a high degree of quality in their products

•

Coordinate with, support and aid in development of shared, company-wide
architecture

Minimum requirements:
4-year college degree, or equivalent work experience
Solid understanding and experience with Web 2.0 techniques including HTML, CSS,
JavaScript
Demonstrated expertise in Microsoft .Net and web application development
Demonstrated ability to design, implement, tune and maintain SQL Server databases
Experienced with agile/scrum development processes and methodologies

ARGUS is an equal opportunity employer. Candidates must currently meet the requirements
indicated above to be considered for this opportunity.
Compensation package will vary with experience. Full time benefits include; 401K Match,
Medical/Dental/Vision Insurance, Paid Vacation and Holidays.
Please register to submit your cover letter and resume at:
https://workforcenow.adp.com/jobs/apply/posting.html?client=argusint&jobId=40100&lang=en
_US&source=CC2

